Lompac
TOS era and beyond
The Lompac are a humanoid species with similarities to Klingons. They are
sturdy & muscular. They have a series of ridges on their foreheads & the
hair-line of both males & females is pulled back to completely reveal these
ridges. They have an average height of 167 cm for males. The females tend to
be slightly taller, with an average height of 170 cm. They are a stocky people,
averaging between 63kg among females to 81kg for males. They have a
burgundy red skin-tone, & lavender eyes. They speak in thick, deep voices.
COMMON NAMES
The Lompac use 2 names. The traditional first name, last name. The last name
is traced back to the matriarchal family line. And when a male marries he
adds his wife's surname to his own.
Male Names: Guban, Ife, Kiros, Oba, Nabil, Bakano, Ruzna
Female Names: Mardea, Colee, Sadio, Okimma, Gzifa, Sarda, Pangi
Common Surnames: Sigelac, Rodmar, Hallkel, Bram, Thorgest, Bodalf

EXAMPLE VALUE: Mere life is not a victory, mere death is not a defeat.
Attributes: Control +1, Fitness +2.
TRAIT:
The Lompac are stronger than the look. A normal Lompac can carry a
much heavier load than one would assume. Bonus Focus: (Lompac
Traditional Weapons): Every Lompac learns to use their ancient cultural
weapons in their early lives. Obdurate: Once a Lompac sets her mind, she
rarely changes it. A Lompac who enters an argument most spend 1 Threat
to back down from her position. Most can compromise.
Talents:
Lompac only or with GM's permission only

Attentive
Requirement:
The Lompac watch what is going on around them. It is very hard to
surprise or get the drop on them. When you attempt a Task to detect
danger or hidden enemies, reduce the Difficulty by 2, to a minimum of 1.

Night Vision
Requirement:
The Lompac have a naturally ability to see in near-darkness. They can see
in dim lighting conditions as well as most people can see in a normally lit
room. In total darkness, the difficulty of tasks is reduced by 2.

Great Vitality
Requirement:
All Lompac have an unusually hearty constitution. Reduce the difficulty of
Medicine tasks made to stabilize or Remove an Injury by 2. And they don't
die immediately after reaching 0 Stress {Total Stress = number of rounds
of unconsciousness].
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